




















PREFACE

Convention

	

Meaning

The portion in uppercase indicates the
characters you type exactly as they appear.
The portion in lowercase indicates that you
should enter the CSR address at that point in
the command line. If the CSR address was
176300, you would type the following command
line:

/CSR=176300

"print" and "type"

	

As these words are used in the text, the
system prints and the user types.

red ink

	

Color of ink used to show all user-entered
commands in examples.

MCR>

	

The explicit prompt of the Monitor Console
Routine (MCR), one of the command interfaces
used on RSX-11M-PLUS systems.

	

This manual
describes only MCR commands, although many of
the procedures also can be accomplished using
DCL commands.

boldface

The MCR prompting character that appears
whenever control is returned to the user task
terminal and the system is ready to accept
input.

Braces; used to enclose lists of command or
message elements from which one item is
selected or displayed.

Type used to indicate that these words have
corresponding definitions in the Glossary at
the end of Chapter 1.
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GETTING STARTED

3. In response to the "First device" prompt from CNF, enter the
/DEV switch. CNF prints a list of the CSR and vector
addresses that BRUSYS expects for each device. For example:

CSR Status

Present
Present
Present
Present
Not Present
Present
Present
Not Present
Present
Not Present
Not Present

In the example, CNF does not find devices at the default CSR
addresses for DP-, MM, MT-, and MU-type devices. If you want
to use any of those devices in copying the distribution kit,
you would enter the actual CSR and/or vector address for that
device using the /CSR or /VEC switches.

If both devices you are using to copy the distribution kit
are at the CSR and vector addresses that BRUSYS expects,
follow the instructions in step 4.

The vector addresses that BRUSYS expects for DR-, MM-, and
MT-type devices are nonstandard. The CSR addresses that
BRUSYS expects for DR- and MT-type devices are also
nonstandard.

	

If you are using one of these devices to copy
the distribution kit, skip to step 5 for instructions on how
to change the values in BRUSYS to match the CSR and vector
addresses of your hardware.

If one or both of the devices you are using to copy the
distribution kit are not at the CSR and vector addresses that
CNF prints on your terminal, skip to step 5.

4. Enter your device specifications in response to the prompts
from CNF. The "first device" is the tape drive containing
the BRUSYS tape; the "second device" is the drive containing
the output disk

If CNF returns an "Invalid device" message when you enter
either of the device specifications, follow the instructions
in step 5. If CNF does not print the error message, skip to
step 6.

5. If your magnetic tape controller or your disk controller, or
both, are not connected to CSR and vector addresses that
BRUSYS expects, or if your MM-type magnetic tape drive is on
a formatter number other than zero, you must modify the
software to incorporate the correct addresses. You can do
this by using the following CNF switches when you enter each
device name:

/CSR=csr address
/VEC=vector address
/FOR=formatter number
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>Enter

Device

first device:

CSR

/DEV

Vector
------
DB

------
176700

------
254

DK 177404 220
DL 174400 160
DM 177440 210
DP 176714 300
DR 176300 150
DU 172150 154
MM FOR=O 172440 330
MS 172522 224
MT 172522 320
MU 174500 260



For example, if you have a TU16 magnetic tape at nonstandard
CSR and vector addresses of 176300(octal) and 150(octal),
respectively, an RP04 with the default addresses, and the
unit number of both units is zero, the following is the
sequence of commands to CNF:

Enter first device: MM0:/CSR=176300/VEC=150

Enter second device: DBO:

If CNF prints an "Invalid device" error message when you
enter either of the device specifications, check to see that
the actual CSR and vector addresses for that device are the
ones you entered.

6. After you have successfully entered device specifications for
the first and second devices, press the RETURN key and enter
the date and time using the TIM command. Then use the TIM
command again to verify that you entered the correct date and
time. For example:

Hit RETURN and enter date and time as 'TIM HH:MM MM/DD/YY'

>TIM 20:06 06/02/85
>TIM
20:06:01 2-JUN-85

7. Format the output disk, if necessary. Disks purchased from
DIGITAL are preformatted. You may skip this step if you are
certain that your disk is properly formatted.

	

Disks from
other vendors or disks that have produced I/0 errors may need
to be formatted. For example, if your output disk is DBO:,
use the following command sequence:

>RUN FMT

FMT> DB0:/VERIFY

Continue? [Y OR N]: Y

Start formatting

Start verification

Operation complete

FMT>

** WARNING - Data will be lost on DB0:

GETTING STARTED

>RUN BAD

BAD>DB0:/LIST
BAD -- DB0: Total bad blocks= 0.
BAD >
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8. Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output device is DB0:, use the following
command sequence:

9. Remove the BRUSYS tape from the tape drive, and replace it
with the distribution kit tape. (If you have an 800-bpi tape
kit, load the first of the two distribution kit tapes.)



GETTING STARTED

10. Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the first
backup set on the distribution kit tape to the output disk.

In the BRU command line, you must specify the maximum number
of  files  permitted  on  and  the  number  of  file  headers
initially allocated to the disk volume to which you are
copying the distribution kit tapc. To set these values, you
need to use the BRU /MAXIMUM and the /HEADERS qualifiers
respectively. Table 2-1 gives the appropriate values needed
for the arguments to the /MAXIMUM and /HEADERS qualifiers.

Table 2-1

For example, if you have a 1600-bpi distribution kit tape
mounted on MMO:, and an RP06 output disk mounted on a drive
designated as DBO:, use the following command sequence:

>RUN BRU

BRU>/DENSITY:1600/VERIFY/MAX:20956/HEADERS:10478
From: MM0:
To: DB0:

BRU - Starting Tape 1 on MMO:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MMO:

BRU - Starting verify pass Tape 1 on MMO:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MMO:

BRU - Completed

BRU>

If you have an 800-bpi tape kit, alter the argument of the
/DENSITY switch to 800 (for example, /DENSITY:800).

If you have a TK50 magnetic tape cartridge kit, do not use
the /DENSITY switch in the command line.
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Disk

Device

Initialization Qualifier

Value for /MAX
Qualifier

Values

Value for /HEADERS
Qualifier

RA60 24617 12308
RA80 14591 7295
RA81 54815 51699
RC25 3308 1565
RD52 3719 1859
RD53 8529 4264
RK07 3308 1654
RM02/RM03 8099 4049
RM05 30781 25593
RM80 14923 7461
RP04/RP05 10567 5283
RP06 20956 10478



GETTING STARTED

If BRU prints messages indicating that the verify operation
failed, repeat this entire step. If the verify operation
fails again, use a new output disk. If the verify operation
fails once again, your distribution kit tape is probably
defective and should be replaced.

When BRU finishes, the output disk contains a bootstrappable
baseline system and is referred to as the target system disk.

NOTE

Do not remove the distribution kit tape from
the drive at this point. The second backup
set is automatically copied by the baseline
startup procedure that runs after you
bootstrap the baseline system in the next
step.

11. Hardware bootstrap the target system disk. This brings the
baseline system into memory. (Consult your hardware
documentation or DIGITAL Field Service for information on
bootstrapping disks on your particular hardware
configuration.)

When the baseline system comes up, it prints an
identification line and invokes the baseline startup command
file, BASTART.CMD, which asks a number of questions
pertaining to your system. Answer these inquiries
appropriately. BASTART.CMD then runs on-line BRU to copy the
second backup set from the distribution kit tape. When
BASTART.CMD exits, you may remove the distribution kit tape
from the tape drive. Proceed to Section 2.5 (if you need to
apply Update) and then to Chapter 3 for the next steps in the
system generation procedure.

2.4.1.3 Copying the RK07 Disk Kit Stand Alone - Use the following
procedure to copy the RK07 disk kit using the host computer stand
alone. The output disk referred to in this section is the blank disk
you intend to use as the target system disk. All commands shown in
this section are issued to the MCR command line interpreter.

1. Put the first distribution kit disk and a blank RK07 disk in
your RK07 drives. If you are not familiar with the procedure
for using RK07 disk drives, consult the hardware
documentation for the drives.

2. Hardware bootstrap the distribution kit disk.

	

This brings
the baseline system into memory. The baseline system prints
an identification line and invokes the baseline startup
command file, BASTART.CMD, which prompts you for the date and
time. Press CTRL/Z in response to the prompt to exit from
BASTART.CMD. This command file will be run again after you
have copied your kit.

3. Write-protect the distribution kit disk using the
write-protect switch on the drive. Then software bootstrap
the BRUSYS system, using the following command line:

>BOO [6,54]BRUSYS
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This brings the BRUSYS system into memory.

	

The RSX-11S
stand-alone system prints an identification line on the
console terminal, and then runs the Stand-Alone Configuration
and Disk Sizing Program (CNF) .

4. In response to the "First device" prompt from CNF, enter the
/DEV switch. CNF prints a list of the CSR and vector
addresses that BRUSYS expects for each device. For example:

>Enter first device: /DEV

If the RK07 disk drives you are using to copy the
distribution kit are at the CSR and vector addresses that CNF
prints on your terminal, follow the instructions in step 5.

If the RK07 disk drives you are using to copy the
distribution kit are not at the CSR and vector addresses that
CNF prints on your terminal, skip to step 6.

5. Enter your device specifications in response to the prompts
from CNF. The "first device" is the drive containing the
distribution kit disk; the "second device" is the drive
containing the output disk.

If CNF returns an "Invalid device" message when you enter
either of the device specifications, follow the instructions
in step 6. If CNF does not print the error message, skip to
step 7.

6. If your disk controller is not connected to CSR and vector
addresses that BRUSYS expects, you must modify the software
to incorporate the correct addresses. You can do this by
using the following CNF switches when you enter each device
name:

/CSR=csr address
/VEC=vector address

For example, if your disk controller is at nonstandard CSR
and vector addresses of 177444 (octal) and 240 (octal) ,
respectively, and if you are using drives DMO: and DM1:, the
following is the sequence of commands to CNF:

Enter first device: DM0:/CSR=177444/VEC=240

Enter second device: DM1:/CSR=177444/VEC=240

If CNF prints an "Invalid device" error message when you
enter either of the device specifications, check to see that
the actual CSR and vector addresses for that device are the
ones you entered.
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Device CSR Vector CSR Status
------
DB

------
176700

------
254

----------
Present

DK 177404 220 Present
DL 174400 160 Present
DM 177440 210 Present
DP 176714 300 Not Present
DR 176300 150 Present
DU 172150 154 Present
MM FOR=O 172440 330 Not Present
MS 172522 224 Present
MT 172522 320 Not Present
MU 174500 260 Not Present



7. After you have successfully entered device specifications for
the first and second devices, press the RETURN key and enter
the date and time using the TIM command. Then use the TIM
command again to verify that you entered the correct date and
time. For example:

Hit RETURN and enter date and time as 'TIM HH:MM MM/DD/YY'

>TIM 07:47 05/20/85
>TIM
07:47:0120-MAY-85

BRU>

8. Format the output disk, if necessary. Disks purchased from
DIGITAL are preformatted. You may skip this step if you are
certain that your disk is properly formatted.

	

Disks from
other vendors or disks that have produced I/0 errors may need
to be formatted. For example, if your output disk is DM1:,
use the following command sequence:

>RUN FMT

FMT>DM1:/VERIFY

** WARNING - Data will be lost on DM1:

Continue? [Y OR N]:  Y

Start formatting

Start verification

Operation complete

FMT >

9.  Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output device is DM1:, use the following
command sequence:

>RUN BAD

BAD>DM1:/LIST
BAD --DM1: Total bad blocks=
BAD >

10. Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the
distribution kit disk to the output disk. For example, if
the distribution kit disk is mounted on DMO: and the output
disk is mounted on DM1:, use the following command sequence:

>RUN BRU

BRU>/VERIFY
From:   DMO:
To:     DM1:
BRU - Starting

GETTING STARTED

BRU - Completed

verify pass
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2.4.2.1 Copying the Magnetic Tape Kit On Line - Use the following
procedure to copy the 800-bpi magnetic tape, 1600-bpi magnetic tape,
or TK50 magnetic tape cartridge kits using a host computer running an
RSX-11M-PLUS system.

	

The output disk referred to in this section is
the blank disk you intend to use as the target system disk.

	

All
commands shown in this section are issued to the MCR command line
interpreter.

1. Log in to a privileged account on the host system.

2. Put the distribution kit tape and the output disk in the
appropriate drives. ( If you have an 800-bpi tape kit, use
the first of the two distribution kit tapes.) If you are not
familiar with the procedure for using the tape or disk
drives, consult the hardware documentation for the drives.

3. Allocate and mount the distribution kit tape and the target
system disk, using the MOU /FOR switch to mount the tape and
the disk as foreign volumes. For example, if your
distribution kit tape is on MSO: and your output disk is
on/DR2:, use the following command sequence:

>ALL MS0:
>ALL DR2:
>MOU MS0:/FOR
>MOU DR2:/FOR

4. Format the output disk; if necessary. Disks purchased from
DIGITAL are preformatted. You may skip this step if you are
certain that your disk is properly formatted.

	

Disks from
other vendors or disks that have produced I/0 errors may need
to be formatted. For example, if your output disk is DR2:,
use the following command sequence:

>RUN $FMT
FMT>DR2:/VERIFY

** WARNING - Data will be lost on DR2: **

Continue? [Y OR N]: Y

Start formatting

Start verification

Operation complete

FMT>

5. Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output disk is DR2:, use the following
command sequence:

>RUN $BAD
BAD> DR2:/LIST
BAD -- DR2: Total bad blocks= 0.
BAD >

6. Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the first
backup set on the distribution kit tape to the output disk.

In the BRU command line, you must specify the maximum number
of files permitted on and the number of file headers
initially  allocated  to  the  disk  volume to  which  you  are
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copying the distribution kit tape. To set these values, you
need to use the BRU /MAXIMUM and the /HEADERS switches
respectively. Table 2-2 gives the appropriate values needed
for the arguments to the /MAXIMUM and /HEADERS switches.

Table 2-2
Disk Initialization Qualifier Values

For example, if you have a 1600-bpi distribution kit
mounted on MS0:, and an RM03 output disk mounted on DR2:
the following command sequence:

tape
use

>RUN $BRU
BRU>/DENSITY:1600/VERIFY/INITIALIZE/MAX:8099/HEADERS:4049
From: MSO:
To:

	

DR 2:

BRU - Starting Tape 1 on MSO:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MSO:

BRU - Starting verify pass Tape 1 on MSO:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MSO:

BRU - Completed

BRU>

If you have an 800-bpi tape kit, alter the argument of the
/DENSITY switch to 800 (for example, /DENSITY:800).
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If you have a TK50 magnetic tape cartridge kit, do not use
the /DENSITY switch in the command line.

If BRU prints messages indicating that the verify operation
failed, repeat this entire step. If the verify operation
fails again, use a new output disk. If the verify operation
fails once again, your distribution kit tape is probably
defective and should be replaced.

Device
Value for /MAX

Switch
Value for /HEADERS

Switch

RA60 24617 12308
RA80 14591 7295
RA81 54815 51699
RC25 3308 1565
RD52 3719 1859
RD53 8529 4264
RK07 3308 1654
RM02/RM03 8099 4049
RM05 30781 25593
RM80 14923 7461
RP04/RP05 10567 5283
RP06 20956 10478
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When BRU finishes, the output disk contains a bootstrappable
baseline system and is referred to as the target system disk.

NOTE

Do not remove the distribution kit tape from
the drive at this point. The second backup
set is automatically copied by the baseline
startup command file that you invoke in step
8.

7. Dismount the target system disk and mount it again, this time
using the volume label ( RSX11MPBL24) instead of the /FOR
switch. Then set your device default to the target system
disk device.

	

For example, if your target system disk is
DR2:, use the following command sequence:

>DMO DR2:/LOCK=NOUNLOAD
DMO -- TT55:

	

dismounted from DR2:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***
>MOU DR2:RSX11MPBL24
>ASN DR2: =SY

8. Change your default directory to [2,54].

	

Then invoke the
baseline startup command file, BASTART.CMD. Use the
following command sequence:

>SET /UIC=[2,54]
>@BASTART

BASTART.CMD asks a number of questions pertaining to your
system. Answer these inquiries appropriately. BASTART.CMD
then runs BRU to copy the second backup set from the
distribution kit tape.

	

When BASTART.CMD exits, you may
remove the distribution kit tape from the tape drive.
Proceed to Section 2.5 (if you need to apply Update) and then
to Chapter 3 for the next steps in the system generation
procedure.

2.4.2.2 Copying the RK07 Disk Kit On Line - Use the following
procedure to copy the RK07 disk kit using a host computer running an
RSX-11M-PLUS system. The output disk referred to in this section is
the blank disk you intend to use as the target system disk. All
commands shown in this section are issued to the MCR command line
interpreter.

NOTE

This procedure requires two free RK07 drives.
If your system has only two RK07 drives, and
one of them contains your system disk, you
cannot copy your RK07 kit on line. You must
use the stand-alone copying procedure
described in Section 2.4.1.3.

1. Log in to a privileged account on the host system.

2. Put the first distribution kit disk and a blank RK07 disk in
your RK07 drives, and then write-protect the distribution kit
disk. If you are not familiar with the procedure for using
RK07 disk drives, consult the hardware documentation for the
drives.
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3. Allocate and mount the kit disk and the output disk, using
the /FOR switch with the MOU command to mount the disks as
foreign volumes. For example, if your distribution kit disk
is DMO:

	

and your output disk is DM1:, use the following
command sequence:

>ALL DM0:
>ALL DM1:
>MOU DM0:/FOR
>MOU DM1:/FOR

4. Format the output disk, if necessary. Disks purchased from
DIGITAL are preformatted. You may skip this step if you are
certain that your disk is properly formatted.

	

Disks from
other vendors or disks that have produced I/0 errors may need
to be formatted. For example, if your output disk is DM1:,
use the following command sequence:

>RUN $FMT
FMT>DM1:/VERIFY

** WARNING - Data will be lost on DMl: **

Continue? [Y OR N]:

Start formatting

Start verification

Operation complete

FMT>

Y

5. Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output disk is DM1:, use the following
command sequence:

6. Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the
distribution kit disk to the output disk. For example, if
the distribution kit disk is mounted on DMO: and the output
disk is mounted on DM1:, use the following command sequence:

>RUN $BRU
BRU>/VERIFY/INITIALIZE
From: DM0:
To:

	

DM1:
BRU - Starting verify pass

BRU - Completed

BRU>

If BRU prints messages indicating that the verify operation
failed, repeat this entire step. If the verify operation
fails again, use a new output disk. If the verify operation
fails once again, your distribution kit disk is probably
defective and should be replaced.

When BRU finishes, the output disk contains a bootstrappable
baseline system and is referred to as the target system disk.
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>RUN $BAD
BAD> DM1:/LIST
BAD -- DMl:Total bad blocks= 0.
BAD>
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7. Dismount the first distribution kit disk and the copy you
just made. For example, if the distribution kit disk is
mounted on DMO: and the copy is mounted on DM1:, use the
following command sequence:

>DMO DM0:/LOCK =UNLOAD
DMO--TT36:

	

dismounted from DMO:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***
>DMO DM1:/LOCK =UNLOAD
DMO -- TT36:

	

dismounted from DM1:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***

Remove the first distribution kit disk and the copy from
their drives, and replace them with the second distribution
kit disk and another blank RK07 disk, respectively. Repeat
steps 3, 4, 5, and 6 to copy the second distribution kit
disk.

NOTE

If you need to apply Update before performing
the system generation and have the RK07 disk
Update kit, substitute disk 2 of your
RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 distribution kit
with the Update kit disk. From this point
on, use the Update kit disk as disk 2 of the
RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 distribution kit.

When BRU finishes, remove the second distribution kit disk
and replace it with the copy of the first distribution kit
disk (the target system disk). Write-enable the copy of the
distribution kit disk.

At this point, you should set aside your original
distribution kit disks for safekeeping. The copies you just
made of these disks should be loaded and ready in your RK07
drives, and both disks should be write-enabled.

8. Dismount the target system disk and mount it again, this time
using the volume label (RSX11MPBL24) instead of the /FOR
switch. Then set your device default to the target system
disk device.

	

For example, if your target system disk is
DM0:, use the following command sequence:

>DMO DMO:/LOCK =NOUNLOAD
DMO --TT13:

	

dismounted from DMO:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***
>MOU DM0:RSX11MPBL24
>ASN

	

DM0:=SY

9. Change your default directory to [2,54].

	

Then invoke the
baseline startup command file, BASTART.CMD. Use the
following command sequence:

>SET

	

/UIC=[2,54]
>@BASTART

BASTART.CMD asks a number of questions pertaining to your
system. Answer these inquiries appropriately. When
BASTART.CMD exits, proceed to Section 2.5 (if you need to
apply Update) and then to Chapter 3 for the next steps in the
system generation process.
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2.4.3 Copying Kits on a VAX Host Running VAX-11 RSX

VAX-11 RSX emulates many of the software features of an RSX-11M-PLUS
operating system on a VAX host running VAX/VMS. You can use a VAX
host computer running VAX-11 RSX to generate an RSX-11M-PLUS system
for a PDP-11 target computer.

You must have VAX-11 RSX Version 1.0 installed and running on the
VAX/VMS host computer before you can continue with the instructions in
this section.

2.4.3.1 Logging In and Setting Up Privileges - Before you can begin
to copy the distribution kit, you must set certain VMS privileges and
terminal characteristics:

You must have change mode to kernel (CMKRNL) privilege.

	

This
allows you to perform a SET /UIC command, which changes your
default UIC.

You must have the system logical name privilege (SYSNAM).
This allows you to create system logical names.

You must have logical I/0 privilege (LOG_IO). This allows VMR
to perform logical I/0 on system files.

You must have volume protection privilege (VOLPRO).

	

This
allows you to mount volumes with the /FOREIGN keyword for the
MOUNT command.

system protection privilege (SYSPRV). ThisYou must have
allows you to create files in other directories.

You must disable the line editing characteristic for your
terminal ( SET TERMINAL /NOLINE EDITING). This allows you to
enter an escape character to get help from SYSGEN.

Use the following procedure to log in and set up the necessary
privileges.

l. Log in on the VAX/VMS system using the /CLI=MCR qualifier so
that you can use MCR, because all copying and SYSGEN CLI
commands use MCR:

Username: SYSTEM/CLI=MCR
Password:

2. Set up the required privileges using the following command
line:

>SET PROCESS/PRIVILEGES=(CMKRNL,SYSNAM,LOG IO,VOLPRO,SYSPRV)

3. Disable the line editing characteristic for your terminal
using the following command line:

>SET TERMINAL /NOLINE EDITING

The following two sections describe procedures for copying the
magnetic tape (including the TK50 magnetic tape cartridge distribution
kit) and the RK07 distribution kits using a VAX host computer running
VAX-11 RSX.

If you have a magnetic tape distribution kit, read Section 2.4.3.2
next. If you have an RK07 disk distribution kit, read Section 2.4.3.3
next.
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2.4.3.2 Copying the Magnetic Tape Kit Under VAX-11 RSX - Use the
following procedure to copy the 800-bpi or 1600-bpi magnetic tape
kits, or the TK50 magnetic tape cartridge kit, using a VAX host
computer running VAX-11 RSX. The output disk referred to in this
section is the blank disk you intend to use as the target system disk.
All commands shown in this section are issued to the MCR command line
interpreter.

1. Put the distribution kit tape and the output disk in the
appropriate drives. (If you have an 800-bpi tape kit, load
the first of the two distribution kit tapes.) If you are not
familiar with the procedure for using the tape or disk
drives, consult the hardware documentation for the drives.

2. Mount the distribution kit tape and the output disk using the
/FOR switch with the MOU command to mount them as foreign
volumes. For example, if your distribution kit tape is on
MSO: and your output disk is on DR2:, use the following
command sequence:

>MOU MS0:/FOR
>MOU DR2:/FOR

3. Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output disk is DR2:, use the following
command sequence:

>BAD
Device: DR2:/LIST

4. Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the first
backup set on the distribution kit tape to the output disk.

In the BRU command line, you must specify the maximum number
of files permitted on and the number of file headers
initially allocated to the disk volume to which you are
copying the distribution kit tape. To set these values, you
need to use the BRU /MAXIMUM and the /HEADERS qualifiers
respectively. Table 2-3 gives the appropriate values needed
for the arguments to the /MAXIMUM and /HEADERS qualifiers.

Table 2-3
Disk Initialization Qualifier Values

Value for /MAX

	

Value for /HEADERS
Device Qualifier

	

Qualifier

RA60

	

24617

	

12308
RA80

	

14591

	

7295
RA81

	

54815

	

51699
RC25

	

3308

	

1565
RD52

	

3719

	

1859
RD53

	

8529

	

4264
RK07

	

3308

	

1654
RM02/RM03 8099

	

4049
RM05

	

30781

	

25593
RM80

	

14923

	

7461
RP04/RP05 10567

	

5283
RP06

	

20956

	

10478
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For example, if you have a 1600-bpi distribution kit tape
mounted on MS0:, and an RM03 output disk mounted on DR2:, use
the following command sequence:

>BRU
BRU>/DENSITY:1600/VERIFY/INITIALIZE/MAX:8099/HEADERS:4049
From:   MS0:
To:

	

DR2:

BRU - Starting Tape 1 on MS0:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MS0:

BRU - Starting verify pass Tape 1 on MS0:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MS0:

BRU - Completed

BRU>

If you have an 800-bpi tape kit, alter the argument of the
/DENSITY switch to 800 (for example, /DENSITY:800).

If you have a TK50 magnetic tape cartridge kit, do not use
the /DENSITY switch in the command line.

If BRU prints messages indicating that the verify operation
failed, repeat this entire step. If the verify operation
fails again, use a new output disk. If the verify operation
fails once again, your distribution kit tape is probably
defective and should be replaced.

When BRU finishes, the output disk contains a bootstrappable
baseline system and is referred to as the target system disk.

NOTE

Do not remove or dismount the distribution
kit tape from the drive at this point. The
second backup set is automatically copied by
the baseline startup command file that you
invoke in step 6.

5. Dismount the target system disk and mount it again, this time
using the volume label (RSX11MPBL24) instead of the /FOR
switch. For example, if your target system disk is DR2:, use
the following command sequence:

>DMO DR2:/NOUNLOAD
>MOU DR2:RSX11MPBL24

6. Change your device default to the target system disk and your
default directory to [2,54]. Then invoke the baseline
startup command file, BASTART.CMD. Use the following command
sequence:

>SET DEF DR2:
>SET /UIC= [2,54]
>@BASTART

BASTART.CMD asks a number of questions pertaining to your
system. Answer these inquiries appropriately. BASTART.CMD
then runs BRU to copy the second backup set from the
distribution kit tape.
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When BASTART.CMD exits, dismount and unload the distribution
kit tape.

>DMO MSO:/UNLOAD

Proceed to Section 2.5

	

(if you need to apply Update)

	

and then
to Chapter 3 for the next steps in the system generation
procedure.

2.4.3.3 Copying the RK07 Disk Kit Under

	

VAX-11 RSX - Use

	

the
following procedure to copy the RK07 disk RSX-11M-PLUS distribution
kit using a VAX host computer running VAX-11 RSX.

	

The output disk
referred to in this section is the blank disk you intend to use as the
target system disk. All commands show in this section are issued to
the MCR command line interpreter.

NOTE

This procedure requires two free RK07 drives.
If your system has only one RK07 drive, you
cannot copy your RK07 kit on that system.

1. Put the first distribution kit disk and a blank RK07 disk in
your RK07 drives, and then write-protect the distribution kit
disk. If you are not familiar with the procedure for using
RK07 disk drives, consult the hardware documentation for the
drives.

2. Mount the distribution kit disk and the output disk, using
the /FOR switch with the MOU command to mount the disks as
foreign volumes. For example, if your distribution kit disk
is DMO: and your output disk is DM1:, use the following
command sequence:

>MOU DMO:/FOR
>MOU DM1:/FOR

3. Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output disk is DM1:, use the following
command sequence:

>BAD
Device: DM1:/LIST

4. Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the
distribution kit disk to the output disk. For example, if
the distribution kit disk is mounted on DMO: and the output
disk is mounted on DM1:, use the following command sequence:

>BRU
BRU> /VERIFY/INITIALIZE
From:

	

DM0:
To:

	

DM1:
BRU - Starting verify pass

BRU - Completed

BRU>
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If BRU prints messages indicating that the verify operation
failed, repeat this entire step. If the verify operation
fails again, use a new output disk. If the verify operation
fails once again, your distribution kit disk is probably
defective and should be replaced.

When BRU finishes, the output disk contains a bootstrappable
baseline system and is referred to as the target system disk.

5. Dismount the first distribution kit disk and the copy you
just made. For example, if the distribution kit disk is
mounted on DM0: and the copy is mounted on DM1:, use the
following command sequence:

>DMO DM0:/UNLOAD
>DMO DMl:/UNLOAD

Remove the first distribution kit disk and the copy from
their drives, and replace them with the second distribution
kit disk and another blank RK07 disk, respectively. Repeat
steps 2, 3, and 4 to copy the second distribution kit disk.

NOTE

If you need to apply Update before performing
the system generation and have the RK07 disk
Update kit, substitute disk 2 of your
RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 distribution kit
with the Update kit disk. From this point
on, use the Update kit disk as disk 2 of the
RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 distribution kit.

When BRU finishes, remove the second distribution kit disk
and replace it with the copy of the first distribution kit
disk (the target system disk). Write-enable the copy of the
distribution kit disk.

At this point, you should set aside your original
distribution kit disks for safekeeping. The copies you just
made of these disks should be loaded and ready in your RK07
drives and both disks should be write-enabled.

6. Dismount the target system disk and mount it again, this time
using the volume label ( RSX11MPBL24) instead of the /FOR
switch. Then set your device default to the target system
disk device.

	

For example, if your target system disk is
DMO:, use the following command sequence:

>DMO DM0:/NOUNLOAD
>MOU DM0:RSX11MPBL24
>SET DEF DM0:

7. Set your default directory to [2,54].

	

Then invoke the
baseline startup command file, BASTART.CMD. For example:

>SET /UIC=[2,54]
>@BASTART

BASTART.CMD asks a number of questions pertaining to your
system. Answer these inquiries appropriately.
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8. When BASTART.CMD exits, dismount the second distribution kit
disk. Do not remove the disk from the drive if you intend to
proceed with SYSGEN immediately. For example:

>DMO DM1:/NOUNLOAD

Proceed to Section 2.5 and (if you need to apply Update) then
to Chapter 3 for the next steps in the system generation
process.

2.5 THE UPDATE PROCEDURE

This section explains how to use the Update package you have received
to apply corrections to your RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 operating system
and layered product software.

The Update package consists of two groups of software: the Update kit
and the layered product files. Depending on which type of Update
package you receive, the two groups of software are supplied on one or
two pieces of magnetic media.

The Update kit is a set of files used to apply corrections to your
RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 operating system software. These corrections
are cumulative; each Update contains all the corrections that have
been generated since the release of RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0.
Included in the Update kit is an interactive procedure that applies
Update to your operating system software.

The layered product files are used to apply corrections to some of the
layered products   (such as languages and DECnet) that run on
RSX-11M-PLUS. Section 2.5.7 explains how to locate the instructions
for applying these files to the layered software products.

This section explains how to use the Update kit and how to locate
instructions for applying the layered product files.

If you are installing an RSX-11M-PLUS system for the first time, keep
in mind that you must apply Update before you invoke SYSGEN to
generate your system.

2.5.1 THE UPDATE PACKAGE

The Update package you received is one of four types:

Magnetic tape, either 800 or 1600 bpi

TK50 magnetic tape cartridge

RK07 disk

RL02 pregenerated disk

The magnetic tape and RK07 disk packages are similar, and are treated
together in the following sections.

The RL02 disk package consists of an Update kit disk and a second disk
that contains the layered product files. The Update kit disk contains
an RSX-11M-PLUS system which the RSX-11M-PLUS operating system
corrections have already been applied. The Update kit disk, then,
replaces your RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 pregenerated system kit disk.
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3. Log in to a privileged, account on the on-line RSX-11M-PLUS
system, and make sure that your CLI is set to MCR and that
you are in a numbered directory (for example, directory
[7,100]).

4. Allocate and mount the target system disk. For example, if
your target system disk is loaded in DR1:, use the following
command sequence:

>ALL DR1:
>MOU DR1:RSX11MPBL24/VI

5. Skip to step 7.

6. Hardware bootstrap the target system disk. This brings the
baseline system into memory. When the baseline system comes
up, it prints an identification line on your terminal and
invokes the baseline startup command file, which asks a
number of questions pertaining to your system. Answer these
inquiries appropriately. When the baseline startup command
file finishes, proceed to step 7.

7. Assign logical device SY: to the target system disk.

	

For
example, if your target system disk is spinning in DR1:, use
the following command line:

>ASN DR1:=SY

8. Set your default UIC and directory to [200,200]:

>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>SET /DEF=[200,200]

>@UPDATE

GETTING STARTED

>MOU DR0:RSX11MPBL24

9. Invoke the Update indirect command file:

2.5.4.1 Applying Update on VAX Host Running VAX-11 RSX - Before you
apply Update, you should have made a copy of your distribution kit
following the instructions in Section 2.4.

If you are applying an Update for the first time, you should read
through the Update Notes before you invoke the Update procedure. If
you understand the Update procedure thoroughly before you begin, you
will be better prepared to avoid mistakes along the way.

When you are ready to apply the Update, use the following procedure:

1. If you have a magnetic tape Update kit, load the Update tape
into the appropriate drive. Do not mount the tape.

If you have an RK07 disk Update kit, load the Update disk
into the appropriate drive. Do not mount the disk.

2. If it is not mounted already, mount your target system disk.
For example, if your target system disk is DR0:, use the
following command sequence:
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3. Set your default device to the target system disk.

	

For
example, if your target system disk is DRO:, use the
following command sequence:

>SET DEF DR0:

4. Set your default UIC and directory to [200,200] and invoke
the Update command file, UPDATE.CMD. For example:

>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@UPDATE

The Update procedure then prints out instructions and questions.

If you encounter errors in the course of the Update procedure, see
Section 2.5.5 for help in correcting the errors.

When you have applied the Update, proceed to Chapter 3 for the next
step in the system generation procedure.

2.5.4.2 Update Examples - The following examples are similar to what
you will see on your terminal. Use the examples as guides to how you
should proceed. There may be some minor differences (if any) between
the examples and what appears on your terminal, depending on whether
you are applying Update to a stand-alone or on-line system, or whether
tasks such as BRU are installed in your system.

The following is a list of the three examples and the sections of this
guide in which they are contained:

Magnetic tape Update kit, with a RP04/05/06, RM02/03/05/80, or
RA60/80/81 disk as the target system disk (Section 2.5.4.2.1)

Magnetic tape Update kit, with the original RSX-11M-PLUS
Version 3.0 distribution kit on magnetic tape and with an RK07
as the target system disk (Section 2.5.4.2.2)

RK07 disk Update kit, with the original RSX-11M-PLUS Version
3.0 distribution kit on an RK07 disk and an RK07 as the target
system disk (Section 2.5.4.2.3)

Study the example that matches your combination of RSX-11M-PLUS
Version 3.0 distribution kit medium and Update kit medium.

If you encounter errors in the course of the Update procedure, see
Section 2.5.5 for help in correcting the errors.

When you have applied Update, you must perform a complete SYSGEN to
generate an updated RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 system.

When you have generated a new RSX-11M-PLUS system, see Section 2.5.7
for information on applying the layered product files.

If you have generated RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 systems before and are
familiar with the process, you can invoke the SYSGEN procedure
automatically by answering Yes when the Update procedure asks the
following question:

>* Do you want to continue with the SYSGEN? [Y/N]:

If you are installing RSX-11M-PLUS for the first time, or if you are
not sufficiently familiar with the RSX-11M-PLUS system generation
procedure, answer No to the preceding question and read Chapter 3
before you continue.
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2.5.4.2.1 Magnetic Tape Update Kit Example - The following is an

example of a terminal trace produced by a user applying Update using

the magnetic tape Update kit and any of the supported target system

disks except the RK07. (For a list of the supported target system

disks, see Section 2.1.1.)

This procedure requires one magnetic tape drive and one disk drive.

In this example, an 800-bpi. Update kit tape is loaded in drive

MMO: and the target system disk is loaded in DRO:.

The first part of the terminal trace (the part that results from
performing Steps 1 through 6 in Section 2.5.4) has been omitted

because what appears on your terminal differs depending on whether you
are applying Update on line or to a stand-alone system.

>ASN DR0:=SY:
>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@UPDATE

RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 UPDATE PROCEDURE

This command file initiates the Update Procedure for RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0.
It will copy all of the files necessary to bring your system up to
the current patch level from the update device onto the disk which
will contain the new system. When this copying is complete, it may be
necessary to perform a SYSGEN to build a system incorporating the new
software.

>TIM
17:09:31 12-JUN-1985

>PIP DRO:[1,11]*.*;*/DE/NM

>MOU MM0:/FOR/DENS=800

Enter the device containing the Update media. This must be
either a tape or an RK07 disk and should NOT be mounted.

Enter device containing Update kit [S]:  MM0:

Enter a device containing the system to be updated. This device
must be mounted FILES-11.

Enter device containing system to receive patches [S]: DR0:
>SET /UIC= [1,11]

The previous contents of the update work directory are now deleted

>BRU/REW/NOINIT/DEN:800 MM0: DR0:
BRU - Starting Tape 1 on MM0:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MM0:

BRU - Completed

Read the command file that will apply the Update from the tape

Read the update command file from the update device

Is Update tape on MMO: written at 1600 bpi? [Y/N] : N

Mount the tape foreign for access by BRU
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>; Execute the file just copied onto the new system disk.
>; This file will actually install the Update.

[At this point, Update starts reading and applying the actual update files.
Any comments displayed are particular to the Update you are running.]

>; Dismount the Update device
>;
>DMO MM0:
DMO -- TT36:

	

dismounted from MM0:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***

>; The Update has been successfully copied onto the new system disk.
>; It may now be necessary to do a SYSGEN to build a system incorporating the
>; patches.

;
>* Do you want to continue with the SYSGEN? [Y/N]: N
>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@ <EOF>

2.5.4.2.2 Magnetic Tape Update Kit with RK07 Target System Disk
Example - The following is an example of a terminal trace

produced by a user applying Update using the magnetic tape Update kit
and an RK07 target system disk.

This procedure requires one magnetic tape drive and two RK07 disk
drives.

In this example, a 1600-bpi Update kit tape is loaded in drive MM0:
and the target system disk is loaded in drive DM0:.

The first part of the terminal trace (the part that results from
performing Steps 1 through 6 in Section 2.5.4) has been omitted,
because what appears on your terminal differs depending on whether you
are applying Update on line or to a stand-alone system.

>ASN DM0: =SY:
>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@UPDATE

>;

	

RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 UPDATE PROCEDURE
>;
>; This command file initiates the Update Procedure for RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0.
>; It will copy all of the files necessary to bring your system up to
>; the current patch level from the update device onto the disk which
>; will contain the new system. When this copying is complete, it may be
>; necessary to perform a SYSGEN to build a system incorporating the new
>: software.

>TIM
18:14:31 12-JUN-1985
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>; Enter the device containing the Update media. This must be
>; either a tape or an RK07 disk and should NOT be mounted.

>* Enter device containing Update kit [S]: MM0:

>; Enter a device containing the system to be updated. This device
>; must be mounted FILES-11.

>* Enter device containing system to receive patches [S]: DM0:
>UFD DMO:[1,11]/PRO=[RWED,RWED,RWED,RWED]
>SET /UIC= [1,11]

>; The previous contents of the Update work directory are now deleted

>PIP DMO: [1,11] * .*; */DE/NM

>; Read the update command file from the update device

>* Is Update tape on MM0: written at 1600 bpi? [Y/N]:Y

>; Mount the tape foreign for access by BRU

>MOU MM0:/FOR/DENS=1600

>; Read the command file that will apply the Update from

>BRU/REW/NOINIT/DEN:1600 MM0 : DMO:
BRU - Starting Tape 1 on MM0:

BRU

	

-

	

End

	

of

	

Tape

	

1

	

on MM0:

BRU - Completed

>;
>; Execute the file just copied onto the new system disk.
>; This file will actually install the Update.

[ At this point, Update starts reading and applying the actual update files.
Any comments displayed or questions asked apply to the Update you are running.]

>; Dismount the Update device
>;
>DMO MM0:
DMO -- TT36:

	

dismounted from MM:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***

>; The Update nas been successtully copied onto the new system disk.
>; It may now be necessary to do a SYSGEN to build a system incorporating the
>; patches.

>* Do you want to continue with the SYSGEN? [Y/N]: N
>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@ <EOF>

GETTING STARTED
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2.5.4.2.3 RK07 Disk Update Kit with RK07 Disk Target System Disk
Example - The following is an example of the terminal trace

that results from applying Update using the RK07 disk Update kit and a
copy of the RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 RK07 disk distribution kit.

This procedure requires two RK07 disk drives.

In this example, the Update kit disk is loaded in drive DM0: and the
target system disk is loaded in drive DM1:.

The following procedure copies the correction files to the target
system disk, which is a copy of disk 1 of the original RSX-11M-PLUS
Version 3.0 distribution kit. After you have used the copy of the
Update kit disk to apply the correction files, use it as the updated
disk 2 of your distribution kit since the Update kit disk contains all
the updated MACRO-11 source files.

The first part of the terminal trace
performing Steps 1 through 6 in
because what appears on your terminal
are applying Update on line or to a

(the part that results from
Section 2.5.4 has been omitted,
differs depending on whether you

stand-alone system.

>ASN DM1:=SY:
>SET /UIC=[200,200]

>;

	

RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 UPDATE PROCEDURE

>; This command file initiates the Update Procedure for RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0.
>; It will copy all of the files necessary to bring your system up to
>; the current patch level from the update device onto the disk which
>; will contain the new system. When this copying is complete, it may be
>; necessary to perform a SYSGEN to build a system incorporating the new
>; software.

>TIM
19:01:42 12-JUN-1985

>; Enter the device containing the Update media. This must be
>; either a tape or an RK07 disk and should NOT be mounted.

>* Enter device containing update kit [S]: DMO:

>; Enter a device containing the system to be updated. This device
>; must be mounted FILES-11.
>;
>* Enter device containing system to receive patches [S]: DM1:
>SET /UIC= [ 1,11]

>; The previous contents of the update work directory are now deleted

>PIP DM1:[1,11]* .*;*/DE/NM

>; Read the update command file from the update device

>; Mount the RK07 disk containing the Update

>MOU DM0:/OVR/VI
Volume Information
Class: Files-11
Device: DM00
Volume label:MPLUSBL24SRC
Pack serial: 00013407007
Owner:       [1,1]
Protection:  [ RWCD,RWCD,RWCD,RWCD]
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Default: [RWED,RWED,RWED,R]
Processor: F11ACP

>; Copy the command file to apply the Update from the RK07

>PIP DM1:/NV=DM0:UP.CMD

>; Execute the file just copied onto the new system disk.
>; This file will actually install the Update.

GETTING STARTED

[At this point, Update starts reading and applying the actual update files.
Any comments displayed are particular to the Update you are running.]

2.5.5 ERRORS DURING UPDATE

>; Dismount the Update device

>DMO DM0:
DMO -- TT36:

	

dismounted from DM0:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***

>; The Update has been successfully copied onto the new system disk.
>; It may now be necessary to do a SYSGEN to build a system incorporating the
>; patches.

>* Do you want to continue with the SYSGEN? [Y/N]: N
>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@

	

<EOF>

There are some errors from which Update attempts to recover, such as
the inability to mount a disk. When such an error is encountered,
Update asks you what action you would like to take.

The following is an example of the text that the Update procedure
prints if a recoverable error occurs:

>; An error has occurred that prevents the Update procedure from
>; working correctly.

>; If you know what caused the error, correct the error, then
>; either continue with the Update procedure or abort the Update
>; procedure and begin again.

>; See the RSX-11M-PLUS System Generation and Installation Guide
>; for more information on identifying and correcting errors.

>; You may choose one of the following options:

>;

	

A -> Abort and exit from the Update procedure
>;

	

C -> Continue with the Update procedure without
>;

	

repeating the command that caused the error
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The following example explains how to restore the BRU backup set for
PDP-11 FORTRAN-77/RSX. For other layered products, substitute the
correct backup set name.

To restore a backup set, mount the Update kit magnetic tape as a
foreign volume and copy the backup set using BRU. For example, if the
Update tape is loaded on drive MMO: and the disk to which you wish to
copy the PDP-11 FORTRAN-77/RSX backup set is DMO: (an RK07 mounted as
a Files-11 volume), use the following command sequence:

>MOU MM0:/FOR
>BRU /NOINI/UFD/DENS:1600/SUPER/BAC:F77 MMO: DMO:

If you have an 800-bpi Update kit tape, substitute /DENS:800 in the
command line above.

2.5.7.2 Accessing the Corrections on RK07 or RL02 Disk Update
Packages - If you have the RK07 disk Update package, mount

the Update disk as a Files-11 volume and type or print the appropriate
documentation file.

If you have the RL02 disk Update package, mount the second RL02 disk
as a Files-11 volume and type or print the appropriate documentation
file.

You can display an instruction file at your terminal using the
following command line, replacing ddnn: with the name of the drive
containing the Update disk and replacing [ggg,mmm] with the
appropriate directory specification as listed in the RSX-11M-PLUS
Update Notes

PIP TI: =ddnn: [ggg,mmm] product.DOC

You can copy the contents of selected directories to disk by creating
the necessary directories using the MCR command UFD, and then using
PIP. For example, to copy the contents of directory [252,200] from an
RK07 Update disk mounted on DM1: to your system disk mounted on DM0:,
use the following command sequence:

>UFD DMO: [252,200]
>PIP DMO: [252, 200]/CD/FO/SU=DM1:[252,200]

Refer to the RSX-11M-PLUS Update Notes for a list of the directories
that contain the various layered product files.
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3.1.2 How to Get Help

All the questions posed during SYSGEN have associated help paragraphs.
You can, if you choose, have the help paragraphs printed on your
terminal before each question is asked by entering Yes to the
following question:

* SU010

	

Do you always want the explanation printed?

If you feel sufficiently familiar with the SYSGEN procedure and do not
choose to have the help paragraphs automatically printed, you may
still examine the help paragraphs for any question by pressing the ESC
key in response to the question. SYSGEN then prints the help
paragraphs and asks the question again.

Other manuals in the RSX-11M-PLUS documentation set contain
information that is relevant to system generation. Where appropriate,
this manual contains pointers to specific manuals and, sometimes, to
chapters within those manuals.

3.1.3 What to do if you Make a Mistake

If you enter a response out of the proper range for a specific
question or set of questions, or if you choose options that are
incompatible, SYSGEN prints an error message on your terminal.

If the message is labeled as a warning, take appropriate action as
described in the error message, or simply note the content of the
message for later reference.

If the message is labeled as fatal, SYSGEN exits.

	

After correcting
the condition that caused the error, you can restart SYSGEN by doing
the following:

1. Change your default directory back to [200,200] using the
following command line:

2. Check to see whether the saved answer files are usable (see
Section 3.1.4). If they are not, delete them.

>SET /UIC= [200,200]

Invoke SYSGEN:

>@SYSGEN

RUNNING SYSGEN

NOTE

If you exit from the SYSGEN procedure by pressing
CTRL/Z, you may render the current saved answer files
unsuitable for future use. For more information on
dealing with saved answer files, see Section 3.1.4.

If you are performing a PREPGEN (as you should before actually
generating a system) and you make a mistake, you can redo the PREPGEN
and correct the mistake. When you run the PREPGEN the second time,
use the saved answer files for those sections that are correct; do not
use the saved answer file for the section in which you made the
mistake. See Section 3.1.5 for information on performing a PREPGEN.
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Table 3-4
Terminal Configuration

Controller Controller Terminal
Mnemonic Type Lines CSR Vector

3.1.7 Applying Update

Update is an indirect command file used to apply a cumulative set of
corrections to RSX-11M-PLUS and the layered products. The latest
Update is supplied with every RSX-11M-PLUS distribution kit. Updates
are issued periodically to customers who have purchased Update
service.

You must always apply Update to a copy of the unaltered distribution
kit because each Update is cumulative (that is, Update B contains all
the corrections previously distributed in Update A along with the
latest corrections).

Instructions for applying Update are described in Section 2.5.

	

Read
and follow the instructions for applying Update completely before
proceeding to invoke SYSGEN.

3.1.8 Invoking SYSGEN

Before you invoke SYSGEN, you should have made a copy of your
distribution kit according to the instructions in Chapter 2. After
you have made a copy of your distribution kit, invoke the SYSGEN
procedure by following these two steps:

1. If it is not mounted already, mount your target `system disk
and assign logical device SY: to it. For example, if your
target system disk is spinning in DB0:, use the following
command sequence:

>MOU DB0:RSX11MPBL24
>ASN DB0:=SY:

2. Set your default directory to [200,200] and invoke the SYSGEN
command file. For example:

>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@SYSGEN

This procedure invokes the first SYSGEN indirect command file and
starts the SYSGEN procedures.
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When you are ready to invoke SYSGEN, use the following procedure:

1. If it is not mounted already, mount your target system disk.
For example, if your target system disk is DR0:, use the
following command sequence:

2.

3.

>MOU DR0:RSX11MPBL24

Set your default device to the target system disk.

	

For
example, if your target system disk is DRO:, use the
following command sequence:

>SET DEF DR0:

Set your default UIC and directory to [200,200] and invoke
the SYSGEN command file. For example:

>SET /UIC=[200,200]
>@SYSGEN

This procedure invokes the first SYSGEN indirect command file and
starts the SYSGEN questions.

NOTE

If you pause during SYSGEN to edit any files, you
cannot use EDT. You must use EDI instead.

When you have generated a new RSX-11M-PLUS system, see Section 2.5.7
for information on applying the layered product files.

3.2 SYSGEN QUESTIONS

The rest of this chapter describes the questions that the SYSGEN
procedure asks. SYSGEN uses your responses to assemble and task build
a version of RSX-11M-PLUS that meets your specific needs and is
tailored to your hardware configuration.

If this is your first time generating an RSX-11M-PLUS system, you
should use Autoconfigure to determine (if possible) your peripheral
configuration and choose the Full-functionality Executive option.
Choosing these options reduces the number of questions you must
answer, and although the system that results may not be optimized for
your needs, you will have a correct, full-functionality system. The
first example in Appendix D is an example of this type of system
generation.

When you have gained experience and familiarity with your system, you
can perform another SYSGEN to produce a system that is tailored
specifically to your requirements.

SYSGEN never asks all the questions described in this chapter, because
many involve choices that are mutually exclusive. Therefore, although
not every question in a sequence will appear on your terminal, the
order in which they are listed in this section parallels the order in
which SYSGEN asks them.

The questions are divided into eight sections:

Choosing SYSGEN Options

Choosing Executive Options
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RUNNING SYSGEN

3.2.4 Assembling the Executive and Drivers (AE)

ASSEMBLING EXECUTIVE

In this section, SYSGEN assembles the Executive, the drivers, and the
driver data bases. SYSGEN allows you to decide whether you want
assembly listings and, if so, to direct them to a file or to the line
printer.

	

After assembly is completed, SYSGEN creates the Executive
object library file.

Your answers to the questions in this section are put in the saved
answer file [200,200]SYSGENSAl.CMD.

The following questions are asked before SYSGEN begins assembling the
Executive and drivers. If you are not performing a PREPGEN, you will
have to wait until the assembly is completed before being asked the
questions in the next section.

* AE010

	

Do you want assembly listings of the Executive and
*

	

drivers? [Y/N D:N]:

Enter Yes if you wish to produce assembly listings. Because assembly
listings require considerable time to produce and usually are not
needed, you should enter No.

If you enter Yes, you must specify the listing device.

* AE020

	

What is to be the listing device [ddu:]? [S R:2-5 D:"SY:"]:

Enter the device for the assembly listing files.

	

If you omit the
colon from the device specification, SYSGEN appends a colon.

If the listing device is a disk, the listings are put in directory
[ 11,34]. SYSGEN creates this directory if it does not already exist
on the listing device.

* AE030

	

Do you wish to pause to edit any files before
*

	

assembling? [Y/N D:N]:

If you need to edit any of the assembly files, enter Yes.

	

SYSGEN
pauses and allows you to invoke an editor of your choice.

If you are performing SYSGEN on a VAX host computer
running VAX-11 RSX, you cannot use EDT to edit files;
you must use EDI instead.

If your host system is RSX-11M-PLUS, enter the following command line
to continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>UNS AT.

NOTE
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ASSEMBLING EXECUTIVE (Cont.)

If your host system is VAX-11 RSX, enter the following command line to
continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>RES

SYSGEN then begins assembling the Executive and drivers.
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BUILDING EXECUTIVE (Cont.)

If you are doing an individual section of SYSGEN, you may pause at
this point and edit the Executive and driver task-build command files
only.

If you want to edit any files before proceeding, enter Yes.

	

SYSGEN
pauses and allows you to invoke an editor.

If you are performing SYSGEN on a VAX host computer
running VAX-11 RSX, you cannot use EDT to edit files;
you must use EDI instead.

If your host system is RSX-11M-PLUS, enter the following command line
to continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>UNS AT.

If your host system is VAX-11 RSX, enter the following command line to
continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>RES

RUNNING SYSGEN

NOTE

SYSGEN then begins building the Executive and drivers.
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BUILDING PRIVILEGED TASKS (Cont.)

* BP060

	

Do you want to pause to edit any files before
*

	

task-building? [Y/N D:N] :

This question appears only if you are performing an individual section
of SYSGEN. If you are performing a complete SYSGEN, you must edit the
privileged task task-build command files in the Building the Executive
and Drivers (BE) section.

If you want to edit any of the task-build files for the privileged
tasks, enter Yes. SYSGEN pauses and allows you to invoke an editor.

NOTE

If you are performing SYSGEN on a VAX host computer
running VAX-11 RSX, you cannot use EDT to edit files;
you must use EDI instead.

The MCR command INS allows you to specify both the task name and the
task partition as keywords. In most cases, there is no need to edit
the task-build command files.

If your host system is RSX-11M-PLUS, enter the following command line
to continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>UNS AT.

If your host system is VAX-11 RSX, enter the following command line to
continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>RES

SYSGEN then begins building the privileged tasks.
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BUILDING NONPRIVILEGED TASKS (Cont.)

If your host system is RSX-11M-PLUS, enter the following command line
to continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>UNS AT.

If your host system is VAX-11 RSX, enter the following command line to
continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>RES

SYSGENthen begins building nonprivileged tasks.
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CREATING SYSTEM IMAGE FILE

3.2.8 Creating the System Image File (CS)

In this section, SYSGEN creates and initializes the system image file.
A VMR indirect command file named SYSVMR.CMD creates the partitions,
loads the drivers, and installs the privileged tasks in the system
image file.

Your answers to the questions in this section are put in the saved
answer file [200,200]SYSGENSAl.CMD.

The following is a description of all the possible questions in the
Creating the System Image File section.

* CS010

	

Do you want to pause to edit SYSVMR before creating
*

	

the system image file? [Y/N D:N]:

This question appears only if you are performing an individual section
of SYSGEN. If you are performing a complete SYSGEN, you must edit
SYSVMR in the Building the Executive and Drivers section.

SYSGEN creates a VMR indirect command file, [ 1,54]SYSVMR.CMD, that is
used with VMR to initialize your system image file. The commands in
the command file set up primary and secondary pool, create partitions,
load the loadable drivers, set the size of the terminal driver's
buffer space, install all the privileged tasks, set the system tuning
parameters, and set the default terminal characteristics.

You may want to tailor this command file for your system.

	

For
example, SYSGEN creates secondary pool with 16K words. If you have a
large number of terminals or plan a very large number of
simultaneously open files, this amount of space may be too small. If
you have a smaller system with few terminals and open files, this
amount of space may be too large.

Usually, you would want to edit SYSVMR to do the following:

Change which tasks are installed

Change the size of secondary pool

Adjust the size of the terminal driver's buffer space

Change the terminal characteristics

If you enter Yes, SYSGEN pauses and allows you to invoke an editor and
edit SYSVMR.CMD.

NOTE

If you are performing SYSGEN on a VAX host computer
running VAX-11 RSX, you cannot use EDT to edit files;
you must use EDI instead.

If your host system is RSX-11M-PLUS, enter the following command line
to continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>UNS AT.
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CREATING SYSTEM IMAGE FILE (Cont.)

If your host system is VAX-11 RSX, enter the following command line to
continue with SYSGEN after pausing:

>RES

If you enter No, SYSGEN immediately continues.

When  SYSGEN  continues,   it  creates  the  system  image file and
initializes it using the SYSVMR command file. SYSGEN accomplishes
these tasks using the following command sequence:

>SET /UIC= [1,54]
>PIP RSX11M.SYS/CO/NV/BL:1026.=RSX11M.TSK
>ASN SY:=LB:
>VMR @SYSVMR

VMR always prints the following diagnostic messages as it initializes
the system image file using SYSVMR:

VMR -- *DIAG*-Installed tasks or commons may no longer fit in partition
SET /TOP=SYSPAR:-*
VMR -- *DIAG*-Loadable driver larger than 4K
LOA TT:
VMR -- *DIAG*-Installed tasks or commons may no longer fit in partition
SET /TOP=DRVPAR:-*

These messages do not indicate errors in your system.

When this section completes, SYSGEN is finished, and exits.

	

If you

were performing a PREPGEN, invoke SYSGEN again and specify the saved
answer files that the PREPGEN just created as input.

	

If you were
performing a SYSGEN, you now have a system image ready for
bootstrapping. Proceed to Chapter 4 for information on bootstrapping
and saving the new system.
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CHAPTER 4

AFTER SYSGEN

After SYSGEN exits, there are several steps remaining that must be
performed before you have a working system. This chapter describes
those steps and provides other information that will help you set up
and run your system.

4.1 BOOTSTRAPPING AND SAVING THE UNSAVED SYSTEM

If you have finished performing SYSGEN as detailed in Chapter 3, your
target system disk contains a bootstrappable, unsaved RSX-11M-PLUS
system image.

To bootstrap the unsaved system and to save the system image, complete
the following steps:

1. If the target system disk is not already spinning in a drive,
load the disk and mount it. For example, if your target
system disk is DBO:, use the following command line:

2.

>MOU DB0:RSX11MPBL24

Software bootstrap the unsaved system in directory [ 1,54] on
your target disk. Note that this step should not be
performed on an on-line system unless you are the only user
logged on, because software bootstrapping the target system
stops the host system.

For example, if your target system disk is DBO:, use the
following command line:

>BOO DB0:[1,54]

3.

The BOO command brings the unsaved system into memory, where
the initialization module INITL initializes it. If INITL
encounters an error condition, it prints an error message.
For more information on system initialization errors and
error messages, see Section 4.9.

If you have included XDT in your system, a prompt from XDT
appears on your terminal. In response to the prompt, type
"G" (without pressing RETURN). The system begins executing
and prints an identification message. For example:

XDT: 24

XDT >G
RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24
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4.

5.

If you did not include XDT in your system, the system begins
running immediately and prints the version and base level
identification message.

Enter the current time and date. For example:

> TIM 09:42 13-JUN-85

To verify that your system is working, enter a TIM command.
If the system responds, it indicates that the system works
properly. For example:

> TIM
09:42:03 13-JUN-85

6.  Save  the  system  image,   using  the SAV  command  without any
switches. For example:

>SAV

CAUTION

Do  not  use  the  /WB  switch  with  the  SAV
command before you have determined that the
system can be saved properly. If you use the
/WB switch to rewrite the bootblock and
saving the system causes the system image to
be corrupted, you will not be able to
hardware bootstrap either the baseline system
or your system. You will be able to recover
access to your generated system only by using
a running RSX-11M-PLUS system to software
bootstrap your generated system.

The SAV command writes the system image back to the target
disk, reads the saved image back into memory, and brings up
the system using the startup command file, [1,2]STARTUP.CMD.

7. When STARTUP.CMD prompts you for the time and date, press
CTRL/Z to exit from the startup command file.

8. If the system appears to be working correctly and there were
no error messages printed after you used the SAV command,
save the system again, this time rewriting the bootblock with
the /WB switch. The system begins executing and prints an
identification message. For example:

>SAV /WB
DMO -- SYSTEM dismounted from DB0:

	

*** Final dismount initiated ***
>
RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24 576.K System:"JCFROG"

The /WB switch causes the SAV command to alter the bootblock
pointer on your target disk. The next time the target disk
is hardware bootstrapped, your new system will come up
instead of the baseline system.

For information on the SAV command that may help you
determine the source of any difficulties in saving your
system, see the description of the SAV command in the
RSX-11M/M-PLUS MCR Operations Manual . For more information
on the DIGITAL-supplied startup command file, see Section
4.4.1.
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4.4.6 Installing and Using System Tasks

Many privileged and nonprivileged system tasks are installed in your
system image by [1,54]SYSVMR.CMD when you create the system image file
using SYSGEN. You can install other system tasks that you may wish to
use by editing the STARTUP.CMD file or the SYSVMR.CMD file as
described in Section 4.4.1 or by installing the tasks yourself by
using the MCR command INS.

Many of the nonprivileged system tasks are supplied in xxxFSL.TSK and
xxxRES.TSK versions. If you have chosen supervisor-mode library
support in Question CE080, you should use the xxxFSL.TSK tasks that
are supplied.

If you have not chosen supervisor-mode library support, you can use
the xxxRES.TSK tasks. If you chose to build the privileged system
tasks to link to FCSRES by entering Yes to Question CE090, you can use
the xxxRES.TSK tasks simply by installing those you need.

You can use the xxxRES.TSK tasks even if you entered No to Question
CE090. You need only install the FCSRES library, using the following
MCR command line:

>INS [1,1]FCSRES.TSK/PAR=GEN/RON=YES

You can then install and use any of the xxxRES.TSK nonprivileged
system tasks.

4.5 INSTALLING LAYERED PRODUCTS

If you intend to include any DIGITAL layered products in your system,
see the appropriate layered product installation documentation for
specific instructions.

4.6 FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT THE SYSTEM

If you are not already familiar with RSX-11M-PLUS, you should read the
Introduction to RSX-11M-PLUS and perform the on-line terminal session.

If you are to be the manager of an RSX-11M-PLUS system, you should
read the RSX-11M/M-PLUS System Management Guide to become familiar
with the system management utilities you will need to use.

The quickest way to find information on a specific subject is to use
the Master Index contained in the RSX-11M-PLUS Information Directory
and Master Index. The Master Index consists of all the individual
manual indexes merged into a comprehensive reference to the entire
documentation set.

Figure 4-1 groups the manuals in the RSX-11M-PLUS documentation set in
two ways to help you learn where to find the information you need:

By subject area

	

Introduction to RSX-11M-PLUS
Command Interfaces
System Structure and Operation
Applications and System Programming

By user area

	

User Level Interfacing With the System
Applications Programming
System Programming
Managing System Resources
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Many system parameters and characteristics, however, can be changed
without performing a complete system generation. The following is a
list of some of the changes you can make:

You can alter the system parameters and terminal
characteristics in SYSVMR.CMD.

You can change device CSR and vector addresses using the VMR
or MCR command CON SET.

You can change the device configuration for devices that were
generated with loadable data bases.

You can add loadable drivers for devices not included during
system generation.

You can rebuild any of the nonprivileged tasks.

4.7.1 Altering System Parameters Using VMR

The following system parameters are set and functions performed in the
SYSVMR.CMD file:

Secondary pool size is set.

Partitions are created.

The directive commons are installed.

The size of the terminal data space buffers (TTCOM) are set.

The drivers are loaded.

Privileged and nonprivileged tasks are installed.

The round-robin scheduling interval and priority range are
set.

The Executive-level disk swapping interval and priority range
are set.

Pool limit parameters are set for the Pool Monitor Task (PMT).

Terminal line speed, buffer size, terminal type, and other
characteristics are set.

To alter system parameters using VMR, edit [1,54]SYSVMR.CMD where
necessary, and then recreate the system image file. For example:

>SET /UIC=[1,54]
>PIP RSX11M.SYS/NV/CO/BL:1026.=RSX11M.TSK
>ASN SY:=LB:
>VMR @SYSVMR

When VMR exits, bootstrap and save the system, as described in Section
4.1.

4.7.2 Adding Devices

If you change your hardware configuration or obtain new devices, you
may be able to make the corresponding changes to your RSX-11M-PLUS
system without repeating SYSGEN.
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Create a new system image file containing the new driver and data
base. For example:

>SET /UIC= [1,54]
>PIP RSX11M.SYS/NV/CO/BL:1026.=RSX11M.TSK
>ASN SY:=LB:
>VMR @SYSVMR

When VMR exits, bootstrap and save the system, as described in Section
4.1.

4.7.2.1 Restrictions on Adding Devices after SYSGEN - There are some
restrictions on which devices you may add after SYSGEN. Choices you
made during SYSGEN may also affect your ability to add new devices.

If a device has a resident data base, it cannot be added or changed
after SYSGEN. The following devices always have resident data bases:

TT:

	

All terminals
LA: 	LPA11-K laboratory peripheral accelerator

If you have generated a mixed MASSBUS configuration, all the MASSBUS
devices (device mnemonics DB, DR, DS, EM, and MM) have resident data
bases, and additions or changes cannot be made without performing a
complete SYSGEN.

If you did not generate any MASSBUS devices into your system, you
cannot add any MASSBUS devices after SYSGEN. If you generated at
least one MASSBUS device into your system, you can change that device
or add any of the other MASSBUS devices after SYSGEN.

If you did not generate any RK06s or RK07s (device mnemonic DM) into
your system, you cannot add that device type after SYSGEN.

Another restriction is that you cannot add any device with a vector
address that is higher than the highest interrupt vector address you
specified.  For this  reason,  you  should  always  specify  a  highest
interrupt vector address of 774(octal) at the end of the Choosing
Peripheral Configuration (CP) section, in case you want to add devices
later.

4.7.3 Rebuilding Nonprivileged Tasks

You can rebuild nonprivileged tasks at any time by invoking SYSGEN and
selecting the Building the Nonprivileged Tasks (BN) section. See
Chapter 3 for a description of the questions asked in this section.

4.8 PUTTING MORE THAN ONE SYSTEM ON THE SAME VOLUME

There may be instances in which you wish to put two or more
RSX-11M-PLUS systems on a single disk volume. Each system might
contain different hardware configurations or different software
components and features.

If you wish to place two or more RSX-11M-PLUS systems on a single disk
volume, you must take certain precautions to avoid possible conflicts
or confusion. Each system must have in its system directory separate
copies of the system image file and all privileged task files. The
nonprivileged task files in the library directory can be shared by
both systems, as can the system libraries in directory [1,1].
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NOTE

The following procedure for putting two RSX-11M-PLUS
systems on a single disk volume assumes that hoth the
systems are RSX-11M-PLUS Version 3.0 systems. You may
encounter various software incompatibilities if you
attempt to put RSX-11M-PLUS systems of dissimilar
versions on the same disk volume.

To add an RSX-11M-PLUS system to a volume that already contains an
RSX-11M-PLUS system, use the following procedure. (Note that the
system already on the volume is referred to as the first system, and
the system you are adding is referred to as the second system. The
volume designated SY: contains the first system and will later contain
the second one as well. The volume designated DB1: contains the
second system. Both SY: and DB1: are assumed to be already mounted.)

1.  Create a separate directory on the volume, such as [4,54],
for  the second  system. Set  your  default  UIC to  this
directory. For example:

2.

>UFD SY0:[4,54]
>SET /UIC=[4,54]

Copy  all  files  from  directory  [1,54] of the disk that
contains the second system to the directory you created in
step 1. For example:

3.

4.

> PIP SY:[4,54]/CD=DB1:[1,54]*.*

Delete the second system's RSX11M.SYS file. For example:

>PIP RSX11M.SYS;*/DE

Create a file named RSX11M.SYS from the second system's
RSX11M.TSK file. For example:

5.

>PIP RSX11M.SYS/CO/NV/BL:1026.=RSX11M.TSK

Use the second system's SYSVMR file and VMR to set up
partitions, install tasks, and load drivers. For example:

6.

7.

>ASN SY:=LB:
>VMR @SYSVMR

Software bootstrap the second system, using the BOO command.

>BOO

For the install-run-remove option of the RUN command to work
properly, you must set the proper default system UIC. Use
the SET /SYSUIC command to set the system UIC to the UIC to
which you copied the second system. For example:

8.

>SET /SYSUIC=[4,54]

Set the library UIC to the library UIC of the first system.
For example:

>SET /LIBUIC=[3,54]
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Save the second system with the SAV command.

	

Use the /WB
switch only if you wish to have the second system be the one
that comes up when you hardware bootstrap the volume.

	

Note
that only one system on a volume can be
hardware-bootstrappable.

>SAV

The volume now contains two systems.

The following is an example of adding a second system (on DB1:) to an
existing system (on the system device):

>UFD SY:[4,54]
>SET /UIC=[4,54]
>PIP SY:[4,54]/CD=DB1:[1,54]*.*
>PIP RSX11M.SYS;*/DE
>PIP RSX11M.SYS/CO/NV/BL:1026.=RSX11M.TSK
>ASN SY:=LB:
>VMR @SYSVMR

[Messages from VMR appear here]

>BOO

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24
>SET /SYSUIC=[4,54]
>SET /LIBUIC=[3,54]
>SAV

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24

	

576.K System:"NANCY"

If you install a task in a system other than the current system, and
then  run the  task in the current system, the  task  aborts  with  the
following message:

Task installed in more than one system

When you install a task, system-specific information is written into
its header in the task image file. When you run an installed task,
the loader checks the header information to verify that it matches the
system from which the RUN command was issued. If this information
does not match, the load operation fails and the task is aborted.

You can avoid this problem by removing the task from the current
system and reinstalling it in the current system, thereby making the
current system the system in which the task has been installed most
recently.

4.9 SYSTEM INITIALIZATION ERRORS

When an unsaved system is bootstrapped, the system initialization
module INITL establishes data structures and performs sanity checks on
the  system.  If  INITL  encounters  an  error  condition, it  prints an
error message on the system console terminal. The state of the system
depends on whether XDT is present and whether the error condition is
classified as WARNING or FATAL.
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PREGENERATED RSX-11M-PLUS KITS

If you you wish to copy the DIGITAL-supplied RL02 kit disk to another
RL02 disk, turn to Section 5.2.2.

If you wish to copy the RL02 kit disk to an RD51, RD52, or other disk,
turn to Section 5.2.3.

5.2.2 Copying the RL02 Kit Disk to a Blank RL02 Disk

This section describes how to copy an RL02 kit disk to another RL02
disk, using the. BRUSYS system supplied on the kit disk. It also
describes the procedure for deleting unused system files to increase
available space on the system disk.

You need one blank RL02 disk to make a copy of the RL02 kit disk.

Section 5.3 contains an example of the copying and deleting
procedures. You might find it helpful to remove those pages from the
binder and refer to the example as you read through the following
instructions.

Use the following procedure to copy the kit disk.

	

(The output disk
referred to in this section is the blank RL02 disk to which you are
copying the kit disk.)

1.

2.

Place the kit disk and the output disk in their respective
drives. If you are not familiar with the procedure for using
RL02 disk drives, consult the hardware documentation for the
RL02 drive.

Hardware bootstrap the kit disk.

	

(Consult DIGITAL Field
Service or your processor documentation for information on
hardware bootstrapping devices.) This brings the
pregenerated system into memory. The system startup
procedure is invoked automatically and prompts you for the
date and  time.  Press  CTRL/C in  response  to the prompt. Then
type ABO AT. in  response to the MCR prompt to abort Indirect
and exit from the startup procedure.

The following is an example of bootstrapping a kit disk
mounted in drive DL0: on a PDP-11/23-PLUS processor:

TESTING MEMORY
0512. KW
START? DL

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0

	

BL24

	

512.KW

	

System: "RL02SY"
>RED DL:=SY:
>RED DL:=LB:
>RED DL:=SP:
>MOU DL:"PREGENNEDSYS"
>@DL:[1,2]STARTUP

RSX-11M-PLUS system startup procedure

Copyright (C) 1985 by Digital Equipment Corporation

Please enter the time and date. The month name must
be three characters long (example: SEP) and the time
must be in 24-hour format (example: 13:00 for 1:00 p.m.).
After entering the time and date press the return key.
Example: 13:55 30-MAR-85
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3.

4.

5.

6.

MCR>ABO AT.

PREGENERATED RSX-11M-PLUS KITS

Time and date :

12:00:47 Task "AT.T0 " terminated
Aborted via directive or CLI

If you cannot bootstrap your system, check your system's site
configuration documentation or consult DIGITAL Field Service
to see whether your hardware has the standard CSR and vector
addresses for the RL02 drive controller. The CSR address
must be 174400 (octal)

	

and the vector 160 (octal) .

Write-protect the kit disk, using the write-protect switch on
the drive. Software bootstrap the BRUSYS stand-alone system,
using the following command line:

>BOO [6,54]BRUSYS

This brings the BRUSYS system into memory. The BRUSYS system
prints an identification line on the console terminal, and
then runs the Stand-Alone Configuration and Disk Sizing
Program (CNF).

Enter the device specifications in response to the prompts
from CNF. The "first device" is the drive containing the kit
disk; the "second device" is the drive containing the output
disk. For example:

Enter first device: DL0:

Enter second device: DL1:

Press the RETURN key, then enter the date and time using the
TIM command. Use the TIM command again to verify that you
entered the correct date and time. For example:

Hit RETURN and enter date and time as 'TIM HH:MM MM/DD/YY'

>TIM 11:45 02/01/85
>TIM
11:45:01 1-FEB-85

>RUN BAD

BAD> DL1:/LIST
BAD -- DL1: Total bad blocks= 0.
BAD >

5-4

Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output device is DL1:, use the following
command sequence:

If BAD finds bad blocks on your output disk, the blocks will
be marked on the disk and will not be used again by
RSX-11M-PLUS. If your output disk has a large number of bad
blocks (for example, more than 10), or if block 0 is bad, you
should use another disk.



7.
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Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the kit disk
to the output disk. For example, if the kit disk is mounted
on DLO: and the output disk is mountcd on DL1:, use the
following command sequence:

>RUN BRU

BRU>/VERIFY
From:   DL0:
To:     DL1:
BRU - Starting verify pass

BRU - Completed

BRU>

If BRU prints messages indicating that the verify operation
failed, repeat this entire step. If the verify operation
fails again, use a new RL02 output disk. If the verify
operation fails once again, it is likely that your kit disk
is defective and should be replaced.

When BRU finishes, the output disk contains a complete copy
of the DIGITAL-supplied kit disk. Remove the kit disk from
its drive, and safely store it for later use in making fresh
copies, should the need arise.

The output disk is now referred to as the system disk.

You must now decide which of the two system images on the system disk
you wish to use. Read Section 5.2.2.1 next.

5.2.2.1 Deleting the Unused System from the System Disk - There are
two RSX-11M-PLUS system images supplied on the pregenerated kit disk.

In directory [1,54] is an RSX-11M-PLUS system image that does not take
advantage of instruction- and data-space mapping hardware. (For
clarity,   this   chapter  refers  to   this   system   as  "the  [1,54]
system.") This system is intended primarily for processors that do
not incorporate instruction- and data-space (abbreviated I- and
D-space) mapping hardware, such as the PDP-11/23-PLUS, PDP-11/24, and
MicroPDP-11/23.

The [1,54] system does not support user- or kernel-mode I- and D-space
tasks or supervisor-mode libraries. Support for shadow recording,
console logging, and parity memory has also been omitted from this
system.

The [1,54] system can also run on processors that include separate
instruction- and data-space mapping hardware. Note, though, that when
you run the [1,54] system on these processors, the system does not
take advantage of the I- and D-space mapping hardware.

When you hardware bootstrapped your kit disk for copying, the [1,54]
system was the system that began running.

In directory [2,54] is an RSX-11M-PLUS system image that does take
advantage of instruction- and data-space mapping hardware. (This
chapter refers to this system as "the [2,54] system.") This system
can be run only on the PDP-11/44, PDP-11/70, MicroPDP-11/73,
MicroPDP-11/83, and PDP-11/84 processors, all of which incorporate
separate I- and D-space mapping hardware. If you are running the
pregenerated system on any of these processors, you should use the
[2,54] system to take advantage of the mapping hardware.
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The [2,54] system supports user- and kernel-mode I- and D-space tasks
and supervisor-mode libraries. It includes all RSX-11M-PLUS Executive
features.

Both the [1,54] and [2,54] systems support the same devices (see
Section 5.5.2.2 for a complete list).

Once you have decided which system you wish to use, use the following
procedure to delete the unused system:

1.

2.

3.

If it is not still mounted, place the system disk in a drive
on your system. If you are not familiar with the procedure
for using RL02 disk drives, consult the hardware
documentation for the RL02 drive.

Hardware bootstrap the system disk.

	

(Consult DIGITAL Field
Service or your processor documentation for information on
hardware bootstrapping devices.) This brings the [1,54]
system into memory. The system startup procedure is invoked
automatically and prompts you for the date and time.

	

Press
CTRL/C in response to the prompt. Then type  ABO AT. in
response to the MCR prompt to abort Indirect and exit from
the startup procedure.

The following is an example of bootstrapping a system disk
mounted in drive DL1: on a PDP-11/23-PLUS processor:

TESTING MEMORY
0512. KW
START? DL1

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24

	

512.KW System:"RL02SY"
>RED DL1:=SY:
>RED DL1:=LB:
>RED DL1:=SP:
>MOU DL1:"PREGENNEDSYS"
>@DL1:[1,2]STARTUP

RSX-11M-PLUS system startup procedure

Copyright (C) 1985 by Digital Equipment Corporation

Please enter the time and date. The month name must
be three characters long (example: SEP) and the time
must be in 24-hour format (example: 13:00 for 1:00 p.m.).
After entering the time and date press the return key.
Example: 13:55 30-MAR-85

MCR>ABO AT.
Time and date

12:00:47  Task "AT.T0 " terminated
Aborted via directive or CLI

If you intend to use the [1,54] system, skip to step 5.

If you intend to use the [2,54] system, software bootstrap
that system using the following MCR command line:

>BOO [2,54]RSX11M
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This brings the [2,54] system into memory, and the system
prints an identification message. The system startup
procedure is invoked automatically again, and prompts you for
the date and time. Press CTRL/C in response to the prompt.
Then type  ABO AT.  in  response to  the MCR  prompt to abort
Indirect and exit from the startup procedure.

The following  is an  example of software  bootstrapping the
[2,54] system:

>BOO

	

[2,54]RSX11M
RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24

	

512.KW System:"RL02ID"
>RED DL1:=SY:
>RED DL1:=LB:
>RED DL1:=SP:
>MOU DL1:"PREGENNEDSYS"
>@DL1:[1,2]STARTUP

RSX-11M-PLUS system startup procedure

Copyright (C) 1985 by Digital Equipment Corporation

Please enter the time and date. The month name must
be three characters long (example: SEP) and the time
must be in 24-hour format (example: 13:00 for 1:00 p.m.) .
After entering the time and date press the return key.
Example: 13:55 30-MAR-85

MCR>ABO AT.
Time and date

12:00:47 Task "AT T0" terminated
Aborted via directive or CLI

4.

Remember that the [2,54] system only runs on processors that
include the instruction- and data-space mapping hardware. If
you software bootstrap the [2,54] system on a processor that
does not have instruction- and data-space hardware, the
system will not run.

Make the [2,54] system hardware-bootstrappable.

	

Use the
following MCR command line:

>SAVE /WB

This makes the [2,54] system hardware-bootstrappable.

	

The
[2,54] system begins running again, and the startup procedure
is automatically invoked once again. Press CTRL/C in
response to the prompt. Then type ABO TA ni response to
the MCR prompt to abort Indirect and exit from the startup
procedure.

The following is an example of making the [2,54] system
hardware-bootstrappable:

>SAV/WB
DM0-- System disk being dismounted
DM0-- SYSTEM dismounted from DL1:	*** Final dismount initiated ***
12:10:17 *** DL1: -- Dismount complete
>
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RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0

	

BL24

	

512.KW

	

System: "RL02ID"
>RED DL1:=SY:
>RED DL1:=LB:
>RED DL1:=SP:
>MOU DL1:"PREGENNEDSYS"
>@DL1:[1,2]STARTUP

RSX-11M-PLUS system startup procedure

Copyright (C) 1985 by Digital Equipment Corporation

Please enter the time and date. The month name must
be three characters long (example: SEP) and the time
must be in 24-hour format (example: 13:00 for 1:00 p.m.).
After entering the time and date press the return key.
Example: 13:55 30-MAR-85

MCR> ABO AT.
Time and date :

5.

12:00:47 Task "AT.T0 " terminated
Aborted via directive or CLI

Delete the files that belong to the system that you chose not
to use. Note that if you should later change your mind and
decide to use the system you delete in this step, you can
make a new system disk copy from the DIGITAL-supplied kit
disk.

The system disk contains an automated procedure, called
DELETESYS.CMD, that makes deleting the unused system easy.
Invoke this procedure using the following MCR command line:

>@[1,2]DELETESYS

6.

This procedure deletes only the files that belong to the
system you are not presently running. The procedure asks you
to confirm that you have made a copy of your kit disk and
that you are sure you want to delete the unused system.

When the DELETESYS.CMD procedure finishes, the installation
of your pregenerated system is complete.

The following is an example of invoking the DELETESYS.CMD procedure to
delete the [2,54] system:

>@[1,2]DELETESYS

This procedure deletes those files specific to the currently nonactive
system. This procedure assumes that you are now running the system that
you have made hardware-bootstrappable.

Have you made a copy of your distribution kit? Y

This procedure will delete the I- and D-space system in
[ 2,54], the FCS supervisor-mode library, and the tasks
linked to that library.

Are you sure that you want to continue? Y

The following display shows the number of blocks used and the number
of blocks free before deleting anything.
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Hardware bootstrap the kit disk.

	

( Consult DIGITAL Field
Service or your processor documentation for information on
hardware bootstrapping devices.) This brings the
pregenerated

	

system . into

	

memory.

	

The system startup
procedure is invoked automatically and prompts you for the
date and time. Press CTRL/C in response to the prompt. Then
type ABO TA ni response to the MCR prompt to abort Indirect
and exit from the startup procedure. This procedure will be
invoked again after you copy your kit. The following is an
example of bootstrapping a kit disk mounted in drive DLO: on
a PDP-11/23-PLUS processor:

TESTING MEMORY
0512. KW
START? DL

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24

	

512.KW System:"RL02SY"
>RED DL:=SY:
>RED DL:=LB:
>RED DL:=SP:
>MOU DL:"PREGENNEDSYS"
>@DL:[1,2]STARTUP

RSX-11M-PLUS system startup procedure

Copyright (C) 1985 by Digital Equipment Corporation

Please enter the time and date. The month name must
be three characters long (example: SEP) and the time
must be in 24-hour format (example: 13:00 for 1:00 p.m.).
After entering the time and date press the return key.
Example: 13:55 30-MAR-85

MCR>ABO AT.
Time and date

12:00:47 Task "AT.T0" terminated
Aborted via directive or CLI

3.

If you cannot bootstrap your system, check your system's site
configuration documentation or consult DIGITAL Field Service
to see whether your hardware has the standard CSR and vector
addresses for the RL02 drive controller. The CSR address
must be 174400 (octal)

	

and the vector 160 (octal) .

Write-protect the kit disk, using the write-protect switch on
the drive. Software bootstrap the BRUSYS stand-alone system,
using the following command line:

>BOO [6,54]BRUSYS

4.

This brings the BRUSYS system into memory. The BRUSYS system
prints an identification line on the console terminal, then
runs the Stand-Alone Configuration and Disk Sizing Program
(CNF).

Enter the device specifications in response to the CNF
prompts. The "first device" is the drive containing the kit
disk; the "second device" is the drive containing the output
disk. For example:

Enter first device: DL0:

Enter second device: DU0:
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5. Press the RETURN key, then enter the date and time using the
TIM command. Use the TIM command again to verify that you
entered the correct date and time. For example:

6.

Hit RETURNand enter date andtime as 'TIM HH:MM MM/DD/YY'

>TIM 10:17 12/02/84
>TIM
10:17:01 2-DEC-84

Run the Bad Block Locator Utility (BAD) on your output disk.
For example, if your output device is DUO:, use the following
command sequence:

>RUN BAD

BAD>DU0:/LIST
BAD -- DU0: Total bad blocks= 0.
BAD>

7.

If BAD finds that your output disk has bad blocks on it, the
blocks will be marked on the disk and will not be used again
by RSX-11M-PLUS. If your output disk has a large number of
bad blocks (for example, more than 10), or if block 0 is bad,
you should use another disk.

Run the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU) to copy the kit disk
to the output disk. For example, if the kit disk is mounted
on DLO: and the output disk is an RD51 drive designated DUO:,
use the following command sequence:

>RUN BRU

BRU>/VERIFY/MAX:9633/HEADERS:1204
From:   DL0:
To:     DU0:
BRU - This disk will not contain a hardware bootable system
BRU - Starting verify pass

BRU - Completed

BRU>

You should alter the values specified in the /MAX and
/HEADERS qualifiers to suit the output disk volume. Use the
appropriate values from Table 5-1 for the arguments of the
/MAX and. /HEADERS qualifiers.

If BRU prints messages indicating that the verify operation
failed, repeat this entire step. If the verify operation
fails again, use a new output disk (or, if the output disk is
a fixed-medium device, have the drive serviced). If the
verify operation fails once again, it is likely that your kit
disk is defective and should be replaced.

When BRU finishes, the output disk contains a complete copy
of the DIGITAL-supplied kit disk. Leave both disks spinning
in their respective drives, as they are both needed in the
next step.
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Decide which of the systems is appropriate for your hardware
installation. Then use the following procedure to create a new system
image file (RSX11M.SYS)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Hardware bootstrap the kit disk.

	

This brings the [ 1,54]
system into memory. The startup procedure is invoked
automatically and prompts you for the date and time.

	

Press
CTRL/C  in  response  to the  prompt.  Then,  type  ABO AT. in
response to the MCR prompt to abort Indirect and to exit from
the startup procedure.

Load the DU: driver, using the following MCR command line:

>LOA DU:/PAR=GEN

Install the RCT task, using the following MCR command line:

>INS $RCT

Write-protect the kit disk, using the write-protect switch on
the drive.

Bring the DU-type disk drive on line, using the following CON
command line:

6.

>CON ONL ALL

Mount the target system disk. For example, if the system
disk is device DUO:, use the following MCR command line:

7.

>MOU DU0:PREGENNEDSYS

Set your default directory to [1,54] if you intend to use the
[1,54] system. Set your default directory to [2,54] if you
intend to use the [2,54] system. For example, if you intend
to use the [2,54] system, use the following MCR command line:

8.

>SET /UIC=[2,54]

Assign logical devices SY: and LB: to the system disk. For
example, if your system disk is DUO:, use the following MCR
command sequence:

9.

>ASN DUO:=SY:
>ASN DUO:=LB:

Delete the RSX11M.SYS file and create a new, unsaved one from
the RSX11M.TSK file. Use the following MCR command sequence:

10.

>DEL RSX11M.SYS;*
>PIP RSX11M.SYS/CO/NV/BL:1026.=RSX11M.TSK

Run VMR using the DUVMR.CMD command file.

	

Disregard any
messages that are printed by VMR. Use the following MCR
command sequence:

>VMR @DUVMR

[Messages from VMR appear here]

When VMR finishes, your system disk contains a
software-bootstrappable, unsaved system image.
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5.2.3.3 Bootstrapping and Saving the New System Image - Use the
following procedure to save the new system image and make it
hardware-bootstrappable:

1. Software bootstrap the new system image.

	

For example, if
your system disk is DU0: and you just re-created the system
image in directory [2,54], use the following MCR command
line:

>BOO DU0:[2,54]

This  brings  the [2,54]  system into  memory  and prints an
identification message on the console terminal. For example:

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24

2. Save the system and make it hardware-bootstrappable, using
the following MCR commmand line:

>SAV /WB

The system prints an identification message, and the system
startup procedure is invoked and prompts you for the date and
time. Type CTRL/C in response to the prompt.

	

Then, enter
ABO AT.

	

in response to the MCR prompt to abort Indirect and
to exit from the startup procedure.

The following is an example of making the [1,54] system
hardware-bootstrappable:

>SAV /WB

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0

	

BL24

	

512.KW

	

System: "RL02SY"
>RED DU: =SY:
>RED DU: =LB:
>RED DU: =SP:
>MOU DU:"PREGENNEDSYS"
>@DU:[1,2]STARTUP

RSX-11M-PLUS system startup procedure

Copyright (C) 1985 by Digital Equipment Corporation

Please enter the time and date. The month name must
be three characters long (example: SEP) and the time
must be in 24-hour format (example: 13:00 for 1:00 p.m.).
After entering the time and date press the return key.
Example: 13:55 30-MAR-85

MCR> ABO AT.
Time and date

12:00:47  Task "AT.T0 " terminated
Aborted via directive or CLI

3. Your system disk now contains a hardware-bootstrappable
system.

You must now delete the system image and files of the system that you
do not intend to use.
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5.2.3.4 Deleting the Unused System from the System Disk - Use the
following procedure to delete the system you did not make
hardware-bootstrappable in the previous section:

1. If you are not already running the hardware-bootstrappable
system, mount the system disk and hardware bootstrap it as
you did before.

This brings the hardware-bootstrappable system into memory.
The startup command file is invoked automatically and prompts
you for the date and time. Press CTRL/C in response to the
prompt. Then, enter ABO AT. in response to the MCR prompt
to abort Indirect and to exit from the startup command file.

2. Delete the files that belong to the system that you chose not
to use. Note that if you should later change your mind and
decide to use the system you delete in this step, you can
make a new system disk copy from the DIGITAL-supplied kit
disk, and perform the procedure detailed in the previous
sections again.

The system disk contains an automated procedure called
DELETESYS.CMD that makes deleting the unused system easy.
Invoke this procedure using the following MCR command line:

>@[1,2]DELETESYS

This procedure deletes only the files that belong to the
system you are not presently running. The procedure asks you
to confirm that you are sure you want to delete the files.

The following is a sample of a terminal trace produced by a user
invoking the DELETESYS.CMD procedure to delete the [1,54] system:

>@[1,2]DELETESYS

This procedure deletes those files specific to the currently nonactive
system. This procedure assumes that you are now running the system that
you have made hardware-bootstrappable.

Have you made a copy of your distribution kit? Y

This procedure will delete the non-I- and D-space system
in [1,54], the FCS resident library, and the tasks linked
to that library.

Are you sure that you want to continue?Y

The following display shows the number of blocks used and the number
of blocks free before deleting anything.

DUO: has 1327. blocks free, 20273. blocks used out of 21600.
Largest contiguous space = 1327. blocks
700. file headers are free, 628. headers used out of 1328.

Deleting...

The following display shows the number of blocks used and the number
now free for use on the system disk.

3. When the DELETESYS.CMD procedure finishes, the installation
of your pregenerated system is complete.
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5.4.4.4 LOGOUT.CMD, the User's Logout Command File - You can use

	

the
user logout command file, LOGOUT.CMD, to execute a set of commands
each time a user logs out.

The system invokes the file LOGOUT.CMD if it exists on the user's
default device and directory as indicated in the account file.
LOGOUT.CMD is invoked either privileged or nonprivileged, depending on
the status of the terminal. The terminal is slaved while LOGOUT.CMD
is executing.

If LOGOUT.CMD has not exited 10 seconds after it is invoked by the
LOGOUT command, the system aborts it. This prevents a faulty
LOGOUT.CMD file from leaving the terminal logged in on the system.

You could use LOGOUT.CMD to purge files and delete temporary files
automatically each time a user logs out.

5.4.5 Designing Your Own System Management Command Files

If you have studied the system management files provided with your
RSX-11M-PLUS system, you've become familiar with how you can use
system commands and Indirect directives to perform many repetitive
system management duties. You can take almost any set of commands
that you find yourself typing at a terminal day after day and put them
in a command file, thus reducing your typing considerably. When you
gain experience with using Indirect, you can write command files that
prompt for yes/no answers or strings and take different paths based on
those answers.

You can also write an indirect command file and place it so that it
appears to be a new system command. If you give your command file a
3-letter file name and CMD file type, and place the file in directory
[ 3,54] ( the system library), it can be invoked by any user who types
the 3-letter file name.

A simple example is the following command file, called WHO.CMD, which
displays your terminal number and present default device and
directory.

WHO. CMD

Prints terminal number, device, and directory

.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION

.DISABLE DISPLAY

.TESTFILE TI:

.TEST<FILSPC>

.SETS TI

	

<FILSPC>[l:<STRLEN>]

; Terminal 'TI' is at' <SYDISK>''<SYUNIT>':'<UIC>'

Here is an example of what you would see on your terminal if you
invoked WHO.CMD:

who

Terminal TT2: is at DU0:[1,10]
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5.6.1 Recovering Additional Disk Space

As you use the pregenerated system, you may find that there are
several files on the disk you never use. These unused files may be
deleted from the system disk to make more disk space available for
your tasks and applications. Should you at some point in the future
have a need for files you have deleted, you can copy them from the
original kit disk.

5.6.2 Changing the Crash Dump Device

You can use the MCR command SET /CRASH_DEVICE to

	

set

	

or

	

change

	

the
crash device in the presently running system. For example, to change
the crash device to DL1: in the running system, use the following MCR
command line:

>SET /CRASH_DEVICE=DL1:

You can put this command in an auxiliary startup command file so that
it will be issued each time the system is started.

NOTE

The MCR command SET /CRASH_DEVICE allows you

	

to
specify only DL-, DU-, MS-, and MU-type devices as the
system crash device. If you specify the system disk
as   a   crash   device,  the  following  message   are
displayed:

SET -- Warning, System disk chosen as crash device
SET -- Crash device <ddnn:> has been succesfully
loaded

You should not specify a fixed-media device, (for
example, the RD51 fixed disk) as the crash device. If
you do and then try to get a crash dump, you will
receive an error message saying that the specified
device is an illegal crash device. At that point, you
will not be able to get a crash dump.

For more information on the MCR command SET /CRASH DEVICE, see the
RSX-11M/M-PLUS MCR Operations Manual .

5.6.3 K-Series Laboratory Peripherals and LPA11-K Controller

To enable you to generate K-Series support routines, directory
[200,200] on the kit disk contains the indirect command file
SGNKLAB.CMD. For information on invoking and using this file, see the
RSX-11M/M-PLUS I/O Drivers Reference Manual .

Also included in [200,200] is the indirect command file BLDLAINIT.CMD.
This file is used to generate support routines for the LPA11-K
Laboratory Peripheral Accelerator. To generate the routines, invoke
the command file using the following command line:

@[200,200]BLDLAINIT

If  your  system does  not  have  K-Series  peripherals  or  an  LPA11-K
controller, you may delete the contents of directory [200,200].

For additional information on K-Series devices and the LPA11-K
controller, see the RSX-11M/M-PLUS I/O Drivers Reference Manual .
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TWO SYSTEM GENERATION EXAMPLES

D.1 A SAMPLE STAND-ALONE SYSTEM GENERATION

>>>BMS

RSX-11M/M-PLUS Standalone Copy System V03

RSX-11M/M-PLUS Standalone Configuration and Disk Sizing Program

Valid switches are:
/CSR=nnnnnn to change the default device CSR
/VEC=nnn to change the default device vector
/FOR=n to change the default magtape formatter number
/DEV to list all default device CSR and vectors

Enter first device: /DEV

Enter first device:MS0:

Enter second device:DM0:

Hit RETURN and enter date and time as 'TIM HH:MM MM/DD/YY'

>TIM 7:53 5/17/85
>TIM
7:53:05 17-MAY-85

>RUN BAD

BAD>DMO:/LIST
BAD -- DM0: Total
BAD>

>RUN BRU

BRU>/DENSITY:1600/VERIFY/MAX:3308/HEADERS:1654
From: MS0:
To:

	

DM0:
BRU - Starting Tape

bad blocks= 0.

1

	

on

	

MS 0:

BRU - End

	

of

	

Tape

	

1 on MS 0

BRU - Starting verify pass Tape 1 on MS0:

BRU - End of Tape 1 on MS0:

BRU - Completed

BRU>

D-2

Device CSR Vector CSR Status
------
DB

------
176700

------
254

----------
Preent

DK 177404 220 Present
DL 174400 160 Present
DM 177440 210 Present
DP 176714 300 Not Present
DR 176300 150 Present
DU 172150 154 Present
MM FOR=0 172440 330 Not Present
MS 172522 224 Present
MT 160000 320 Not Present
MU 174500 260 Not Present
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CONSOLE
>>>H
17777707 016340
>>>B DM0

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 BL24 384.KW System:"Baseline"
>RED DM:=SY:
>RED DM:=LB:
>RED DM:=SP:
>MOU DM:"RSX11MPBL24"
>@[2,54]BASTART

>; Please ignore any random characters that may have printed on your
>; terminal just now. They came from a SET /INQUIRE=TI: command.
>; Evidently your terminal does not recognize escape sequences.
>; This will not affect the running of this command file.

>* Please enter the date and time [S]: 17-MAY-85 8:10
>TIME 17-MAY-85 8:10

>ACS SY:/BLKS=1024.

>* Did you receive your M-PLUS distribution kit on magnetic tape? [Y/N1: Y

>* Which tape drive contains the distribution tape [S]: MS0:

Now allocate checkpoint space for use by system utilities.

The following information is necessary for this command file
to correctly access the remainder of the distribution kit.

Please enter the name of the magnetic tape drive, which should
still contain the distribution tape. The name is of the form:

MM1: or
MS0: etc...

We will now set the CSR of the controller that will be
used to bring in the remainder of the distribution kit to
the standard value. If your controller is not at this address
it will be necessary for you to manually configure the system
by issuing the appropriate CON commands. Answer Yes to the
manual configuration question to do this. If your controller
is at the standard address, you do not have to do a manual
configuration.

D-3

RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0 Distribution Kit

This is the baseline system of the RSX-11M-PLUS V3.0
distribution kit. This system contains an assortment of
devices and may in fact be of some use on your target
system. The main purpose of the baseline system, however,
is to provide a working system environment which may be
used to generate a custom-tailored operating system for
your target hardware. We will now provide instructions
to guide you through the startup procedure.

It is important to specify the correct date and time.
Use the format "DD-MMM-YY HH:MM".
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